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On May 20, the General Workers Confederation (CGT), Argentina's largest labor organization,
alongwith several opposition parties, and two national business (employer) organizations,
concluded a draft proposal for an "alternative" to the economic policy of President Raul Alfonsin's
government. Selected paragraphs of the proposal to be released in the following week were received
by Argentine news agency, DYN (05/20/88). Opposition parties participating in discussions for
a policy alternative include: Justicialista (Peronist), Intransigente, Christian Democrat, Popular
Socialist, and the Integration and Development Movement (MID). The private sector business
groups are the General Economic Confederation (CGE) and the National Industrial Movement
(MIN). [As of May 20, it was as yet unclear whether Argentine farmers would be represented in this
effort, i.e., the Argentine Rural Confederations (CRA). CRA leaders have said the organization is
opposed to any form of foreign debt payment moratorium, arguing instead that government officials
should seek "improved forms of negotiation" with creditors.] Selected excerpts from the document
received by DYN appear below: An "immediate" overhaul of the government's economic policy is
necessary, due to the complete absence of credibility accorded to the same throughout all sectors
of Argentine society. The prioritization of foreign debt interest payments "is the principal cause
of the deterioration of productive activity and the degradation of Argentines' living standards."
The government's privatization policy is "used as a panacea that presumably will eliminate the
fiscal debt and as an insurance policy to pay part of the...foreign debt, incorporated in a broader
de facto strategy...which subordinates national production and technological development to the
benefit of entreprenurial regimes of privilege." At this time of crisis, a central objective must be the
implementation of a "culture of work" through which Argentina can achieve its ideal of becoming
a modern country incorporating its best "popular and political traditions." The privilege enjoyed
by speculative activities "has given place to the subordination of production" to speculation. The
predominace of speculation, moreover, has led to the creation "of a culture of frivolity that has
resulted in displacing productive enterprise and labor...as the motor of economic progress and social
justice." Argentina's major problems are the "prioritization of interest payments to foreign creditors
and corresponding misallocation of resources due to the absence of political definitions that clearly
establish priorities for public spending." The latter should be focused on the socio-economic welfare
of the population. The foreign debt acts as an "inflationary component of government spending. It
is also "an autonomous element that restricts the national economy's productive capacity, and is
used as an explicit argument to promote adjustment plans justifying modifications in the nation's
production profile."
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